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Abstract--Using the Newton-like algorithm for finding a complex zero of a polynomial, presented by 
M. S. Petkovi6, acomputational test for the existence of polynomial complex zero in a given convex region 
is established. This test is computationally verifiable and can be usefully combined with some of algorithms 
proposed by M. S. Petkovi6 for the improvement of circular (or rectangular) approximation of the 
requested zero. 
The problem of finding the zero of any analytic function 
f (z )  =f (x  + iy) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) 
can be regarded as the problem of solving the pair of simultaneous equations 
u(x, y) = 0 
v(x, y) = O. 
Suppose that it is required to find those zeros of f ly ing in a region R in the complex plane. Most 
frequently, R is a disk or a rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. In order to examine 
whether R may contain more than one zero, we can use the following result given in [2]: 
Theorem A 
Let R be a closed convex region and let f (z)  = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) he an analytic function. I f f (z)  
has two or more zeros in R, then the partial derivatives ux, uy, Vx and vy all take the value zero 
somewhere in R, though not necessarily simultaneously. 
Since f is analytic, by the Cauchy-Riemann relations we have Ux = vy and Uy = -vx  and so it is 
sufficient o consider only two partial derivatives, say Ux and Vx, with f ' (z)  = u~ + iVx. 
Let Z = {z;r} = {w:lw -z  I ~<r} be the given disk with the center z =x  +iy  =mid(Z)  
and the radius r = rad(Z) and let R = X + iY = is(Z) be the inclusion square for the disk Z, 
where X = [x - r, x + r], Y = [y - r, y + r]. Further, let F'(R) = F ' (X  + iY) ~_ {f ' (x + iy) = 
ux(x,y) + iv~(x,y): x + iy E R} be rectangular interval extension o f f '  over R. Since F'(R) is a 
rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, the condition 
OCF'(R) (1) 
implies that u~ and Vx do not both vanish anywhere in R. Therefore, according to Theorem A, a 
sufficient condition for R to include at most one zero o f f  is given by relation (1). This condition 
is, obviously, computationally verifiable. 
In this paper, as a particular case, we shall consider a polynomial p having real or complex 
coefficients. As above, let Z = {z; r} be the given disk and let R = X + iY = is(Z) be its inclusion 
square. I fp(z)  =p(x  + iy)= u(x, y )+ iv(x, y) and P'( is(Z)) denotes an interval extension of the 
derivatives p '  over the square R = is(Z), then, according to relation (1), the polynomial p will 
contain at most one zero in the disk Z if 
o¢e'(is(z)). (2) 
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Rectangular extension P'(is(Z)) can be computed, for instance, applying the Homer scheme in 
rectangular arithmetic. 
An iterative method of Newton's type for finding multiple complex zero of a polynomial, realized 
in circular complex arithmetic, was considered in Ref. [3]. This method has a quadratic onvergence 
and starts from an initial disk containing only one (simple or multiple) zero. If p is a monic 
polynomial of degree n with real or complex simple zeros ~t . . . . .  ~,, then the above-mentioned 
algorithm has the form 
Z (m+ J) = N(Z  (m)) = z (m) - P (z (m))  (m = O, 1 . . .) ,  (3) 
p ' (z  (m)) - -  (n  - -  1)p(z(")){c(m); a (m)} 
where Z (°) = {z(°); r(°)} is a starting disk containing only the requested simple zero, Z (") = {z(m); r (")} 
and 
C (m) = 
~(o) _ ~(m) 
r(0)2_ [z(0) _ z(m)12' 
r (0) 
d (m) = r(O)2_ [z(O)- z(m)12' 
assuming that r(°)> [z (°) -z(m) I in each iteration. 
Let Z = Z (°). Since c (°) = 0 and d (°) = 1/r (°) we obtain from equation (3) 
p(z) { n -1  p(z) ~-' 
N(Z) -p - -~_ l ;  r p'(z) J ' (4) z 
where z = z (°) = mid(Z) and r = r (°) = rad(Z). The following theorem gives a computational test 
for the existence of a zero of a polynomial p in the given disk Z. 
Theorem 1 
Let Z = {z; r} be a disk and let P ' ( i s (Z) )  be an interval extension of the derivatives p '  
over the inclusion square R = is(Z) for which relation (2) is satisfied. Besides, assume that the 
inequality 
p (z) <-n - I  (5) 
holds. Then we have the following assertion: 
(i) If Z contains a zero of p, then so does N(Z); 
(ii) If N(Z)~_Z, then there exists a unique simple zero of p in Z; 
(iii) If N(Z)fq Z = 0, there is no zero of p in Z. 
Proof, According to inequality (5), the disk in equation (4) does not contain the origin so that 
there exists its inverse disk. Therefore N(Z) is defined and it is also a disk. 
F rom relation (2) we conclude that there are at least n - I zeros of p outside of the disk Z. 
Without loss of generality, we shall denote these zeros with ~2 ..... ~, for which the inequalities 
Iz-¢jl>r ( j=2  ..... n) (6) 
are valid. Assume that the remaining zero ~1 belongs to the disk Z and let W be the exterior of 
Z, that is, 
W={w:lw-zl>r}. 
It is easy to show that 
W, 
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Now, since ~/~ W (j  -- 2 , . . . ,  n), we have 
~ (Z -- ' j , - '~  ~'~ (z -- W,- l = (n -- l, (z - W,- ' -- {0; " 7----~l }. 
j=2 j=2 
According to equation (7) and the relation 
p,z) ) 
p--~=dzz lnp(z) =~zz In f l  ( z -~ j )  = ~ (z-~j)-m, 
\ j= l  j= l  
we obtain 
1 l 
= ----- EZ 
j= l  j=2 
which proves assertion (i). 
Let us introduce the abbreviations 
p ' (z )  n -- 1 
h(z )  = ~ 
p(z )  ' a = r 
1 
. = N(Z) ,  
"(z-~) - {O; ~ --~ } p(z )  
and assume that the inclusion N(Z)~_Z is valid, which is equivalent o the inequality 
[z - mid N(Z))] ~< r - rad N(Z) .  
From equation (4) we obtain 
and 
mid N(Z)  = z 
7i(z) 




so that inequality (9) becomes 
tlmt is 
a 
rad N(Z)  = ih(z)[: _ a2, 
[h(z)[ a 
[h(z)[2_ a2 <r  - ih (z ) [2  a~, 
1 
I h (z ) l -  a < r. (10) 
In regard to relation (2), either the disk Z does not contain any zero of p, or Z contains at most 
one zero, say et. For the remaining zeros ~2, . . . ,  ~, inequalities (6) hold. Taking into account 




IhO)l Iz-  l -l +a.  
By inequality (11) we find 
l 1 
> 
According to this and inequality (10) it follows 
which means that ¢~ ~Z and assertion (ii) holds as well. 
--Iz-¢l. 
(1]) 
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Assertion (iii) follows from (i). Namely, we have already proved that, if the zero ~ ties in Z, then 
also ¢ eN(Z) .  Therefore, N(Z)N Z :AO (because there exists at least one common point for 
the disks Z and N(Z)--tbe zero ~). Otherwise, if this intersection is empty, then there is no zero 
of p in Z. [] 
Remark 1 
We note that inequality (5) is a necessary condition for the validity of the inclusion N(Z)c  Z. 
Namely, if inequality (5) is not satisfied, then the inversion of disk 
l;n--1 p(z) 
---7- 3 
[which appears in equation (4)] is the closed exterior of the circle 
where 
n - -  1 p (z )  ,1=---;- 
(see, e.g. Rcf. [1]). Consequently, 
p(z) . 
N(Z)  = z - p -~ ext r 
is the exterior of a disk so that the inclusion N(Z)__ Z cannot hold [see Fig. l(a)]. 
In certain cases it may happen that N(Z)N Z = 0, i.e. 
p(z )  . . _ 
Zcz  p - -~ lnt 1 
[Fig. l(b)], which means that there is no zero of p in Z. 
Using the presented test of existence and the iterative method (3) it is possible to complete 
a procedure for approximation of a zero of a polynomial with errorbound. In addition, we 
check whether 0e P(Z), which is a necessary condition for Z to contain a zero ofp. If for the given 
initial disk Z (°) we have 
0 ~ P (Z(°))A 0 ¢i P "(is (Z(°)))AN(Z (°)) ~- Z (°), 
it means that there exists a unique simple zero in Z (°). The improved circular approximations to
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Remark 2 
It was proved in Ref. [3] that, under the condition (5), the iterative method (3) is convergent, 
where z t°) = z = mid Z and r t°) = r = rad Z. 
Example 
Consider the polynomial 
p(z)  = z 4 - 5z 3 - 5z 2 - 5z - 6, 
which has exact roots - 1, ___ i, 6, and the initial region [3.2, 7.2] + i [ -  1, 3]. We divide this square 
into four subsquares 
R1 = [3.2, 5.2] + i [ -  1, 1], R2 = [3.2, 5.2] + i[1, 3], 
R3 = [5.2, 7.21 + i[1, 3], R4 = [5.2, 7.2] + i [ -  1, 1] 
and, using the Horner scheme P ' (R)= ((4R - 15). R - 10). R -5  in rectangular arithmetic, we 
evaluate 
P'(R~) = [ -  163.888, 147.232] + i [ -  163.76, 163.76] 
P'(R2) = [-543.088, 72.832] + i [ -  152.48,463.44] 
P'(Ra) = [-502.448, 582.992] + i[90.8, 1176.24] 
P'(R4) = [36.432, 709.792] + i[ -400.08, 400.08]. 
Since 0 ¢ P'(R3) and 0 ¢ P'(R4), the squares R3 and R 4 may contain at most one zero of  p. But, 
for the square R3 the condition (5) is not satisfied so that N(R3) is not a closed circular region. 
For this reason and the fact that 0~P(R3) we divide R 3 into four subsquares R3a = 
[5.2, 6.2] + i[1, 2], R3.2 = [5.2, 6.2] + i[2, 3], Rs.3 = [6.2, 7.2] + i[2, 3], R3., = [6.2, 7.2] + i[1, 2]. By the 
Homer  scheme 
P(R)  = (((R - 5). R - 5 ) .R  - 5 ) .R  - 6 
we find 
P (R3.t) = [ - 715.7824, - 25.8144] + i [ - 104.672, 585.296] 
P(R3.2) = [ -  1351.6624, - 221.0624] + i [ -  366., 764.6] 
P(Rs,3) = [ -  1661.8704, -44.6944] + i[36.4, 1653.576] 
P(R3.4) = [-703.6704, 372.0656] + i[157.448, 1233.184]. 
Thus, 0 ~ P(R3s,) for each k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and, consequently, the square R3 does not contain any zero 
o fp .  
The remaining square R4 = [5.2, 7.2] + i [ -  1, 1] is the inclusion square for the disk Z t°) = {6.2; 1}, 
that is, /L ffi R = is(Z~°~). Since 
Ipp_ ( (~m_~iidd  r 1 ~ 0.183 < = - 
z )  = n -1  3' 
the conditions mentioned in Theorem 1 are satisfied. Using equation (4) we calculate 
which means that 
Therefore, there exists a 
N(Z ~°~) = {5.937; O. 145}. 
N(Z ~°~) = {5.937; 0.145}, 
N(Z ~°)) ~ Z t°). 
unique simple zero of p in Z c°), which is also contained in Z v~ = 
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Applying the iterative formula (3) we find the improved disks Z (2) = N(Z  (~)) = {6.001;0.013} 
and 
Z (3) = N(Z  (2)) = {5.99999983; 5.1 x 10 -7} 
which contain the exact zero ~ = 6. 
Remark  3 
In the practical realization of any iterative formula on a digital computer, where floating-point 
arithmetic of fixed length is used, the round-off errors should be taken into consideration. It is well 
known that the rounded complex rectangular arithmetic, constructed by the rounded real interval 
arithmetic (see, e.g. Ref. [4]), takes into account rounding errors, but complex circular arithmetic 
does not. Consequently, the iterative formula (3) (realized in circular arithmetic) may appear to 
be inefficient in a computer implementation. It is possible for us to obtain the improved rectangular 
approximations [instead of circular approximations produced by formula (3)] of the requested zero 
applying the formula 
R(,,+ l) = {z(m) P(z~m)) ~ fq R (m) (m = O, 1, . .), 
p'(z (~')) --  (n -- l )p(z(m))(z (') -- R(°))-lJ 
where R (r') is the rectangle and z (m) is its center, with R (°) = R. The operations of rectangular 
arithmetic are defined as in Ref. [4]. The next advantage of rectangular arithmetic is the use of 
intersection of rectangles. When the last formula is applied then Rc°)~_R(I)~_R(2)~_ . . . .  which 
provides the convergence of interval sequence (R (~')) in certain cases when the initial region R (°) = R 
is not small enough. 
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